
the rings were shielded by interplane septa so that active
coincidence channels were limitedto those between detec
tors either in the same ring or in adjacent rings. However,
multi-ring scanners have now become available with re
tractable septa (14) and coincidences can be acquired be
tween detectors in any two rings. Data acquired with the
septa retractedare reconstructedusing a fully three-dimen
sional reconstruction algorithm(15,16) similar in approach
to that originallydeveloped for rotatingarea detectors (6).
With septa retracted(three-dimensionalmode), the overall
sensitivity of a 16-ring scanner is increased by a factor of
six compared to operation with septa.

The possibility of increasing sensitivity by operating in
three-dimensional mode introduces an additional degree of
flexibility in selecting the appropriate detector con.figura
tion. For example, consider a single ringof 384 detectors.
To adequately cover a transaxial brain section, suppose
that each detector is in coincidence with a fan of 76 detec
tors opposite. The total number of active coincidence
channels, or lines of response (LORs), in such a configu
ration is 14592(i.e., 76 x 192). Alternatively, if 380 detec
tors are arranged instead as two opposing arrays of 38
(transaxial) x 5 (axial), the number of active LOBs in
three-dimensionalmode would be 36100 (i.e., (38 x 5)2).
Although in the latter case, the detector arrays would have
to be rotated to collect data for a full three-dimensional
reconstruction, the number of active LORs is actually
greater than when the same detectors are arranged in a
single ring. Both configurationscover the same transaxial
field of view, and the rotating arrays have a larger axial
field of view.

Although they have potentially greater intrinsic sensitiv
ity, rotatingarrays have a numberof obvious drawbacks.
These include the requirementfor mechanical motion, the
possibility of tracer redistributionduringthe scan and the
increased sensitivity ofunshielded, two-dimensional detec
tor arrays to scattered photons. In order to explore the
advantages and disadvantages of such a detector configu
ration,we have developed a prototype PET scanner based
on rotating 16 partialringsof BOO detectors (17). In addi

Recent advances in fully three-dimenalonal reconstructionfor
mufti-nngPETscannershaveledusto explorethepoten@alofa
prototypescanner based on the rotationof two opposingarrays
of BGO blockdetectors.The prototypecontainsonly one-thirdof
the number of detectors in the equivalent full ring scanner, re
sulthg in reduced cost. Witha lower energy threshold at 250
keV, the absolute effidency of the scanner is 0.5% and the
scatterfractionis35%fora 20-cmc@1inder.Transadalanda,dal
spabal resolu@onis about 6 mm.The madmum noise equivalent
countrateestimatedfora 15-cmdiametercylinderis36,000cps
at a concentrationof 26 kBqIml.Theminimumscantimefor a
18F-fluoro-2-deoxyglucose(FDG)brain study is 55 sec. The
camera has been validated for dinical appliCatiOnSusing both
FDGandÂ°@Rb.

J Nucl Med 1993; 34:1367-1376

uring the late seventies and early eighties, the poten
tial of PET camera designs based on the rotation of a pair
of opposing two-dimensional, area detectors was explored
by a number of groups (1â€”5).These investigations also
stimulated the development of fully three-dimensionalre
construction algorithms (6â€”8).However, the technology
that was available at that time for constructing area detec
tors had low sensitivity and resulted in PET scanners with
only limited clinical interest (9,10). Although the approach
may still be interesting for small animal imaging(11,12), it
has, with few exceptions (13), essentially been abandoned
for human studies in favour of PET scanners based on
multiple stationary rings of small bismuth germanate
(BOO) crystals.

Presently, most state-of-the-art commercial PET scan
ners comprise multiple rings of BOO detectors, each ring
consisting of 400â€”500individual crystals. Until recently,
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tion to the recent advances in three-dimensional recon
struction algorithms (14â€”16),renewed interest in rotating
arraysarises because, when comparedwith the technology
used in earlier efforts (1â€”5),BOO detectors offer state-of
the-art sensitivity, spatial resolution and count rate perfor
mance. In the design we have explored, the detectors are
mounted as two opposing arcs, each arc subtending an
angle of 60Â°.The total number of detectors (2048) is one
third the number of detectors in the equivalent, full-ring
scanner. The rotatingconfigurationtherefore represents a
significant reduction in cost.

The number of rotational positions at which data are
acquired, and the step between these positions, is depen
dent upon the imagingfield ofview (FOV) requiredfor the
study. The smaller the angular step between acquisition
positions, the largerthe FOV imaged. A LOR is definedby
a position (e.g., distance from the center of the scanner, s)
and direction (@),and with this scanner, coincidences for
the same LOR may be acquiredwith the detector arraysat
a numberof differentangularpositions, i.e., the same (s, 4)
may occur with more than one detector pair. As will be
seen, this results in variable sensitivity in the transaxial
FOV.

Coincidences are stored in the acquisition memory in
sinograms. A sinogram is a two-dimensional matrix in
which each LOR has an address specified by the two co
ordinates (s, 4) (18). During the scan, sinograms are pro
gressively assembled fromdatacollected at each rotational
position, and coincidences acquired between detectors
within the same ringor in any two differentringsarestored
in 256 (16 x 16) separate sinograms. A sinogram containing
coincidences between detectors in the same ringis a direct
plane sinogram, whereas a sinogram containing coinci
dences between detectors in differentrings is a cross plane
sinogram (18). These sinograms correspond to a set of
two-dimensional projections of the tracer distribution,
which must be reconstructed using a fully three-dimen
sional reconstruction algorithm(15). For a full-ringscan
ner, we have implemented such an algorithm based on the
three-dimensional filtered backprojection approach (16).
The same software is used to reconstructthe datafrom the
rotating scanner.

Any scanner requires that the radioisotope in the FOV
does not redistribute during the scan. For a full-ring scan
ner, isotope redistributionwill result in some spatial blur
ring in the image, whereas for a rotating scanner it will
result in the acquisition of inconsistent projection data
leading to artifacts in the reconstructed image. A rotating
scanner cannot therefore be used to image rapidly changing
isotope distributions.For a 20-cm diameterFOV, the min
imum scan durationwith this prototype is 55 sec. Slowly
varying tracer distributions are required in order to obtain
accurate time-activity curves. This has been possible for
â€˜8F-fluoro-deoxyglucose(FDG) uptake in the brain.

We present the design characteristics and performance
parameters of the prototype scanner. Operation of the
scanner will be illustrated by some clinical applications

using FDG to image glucose uptake in the brain, heart and
tumors, and 82Rbto image the heart.

MATERIALS AND MEIHODS

B@ckDetectors
Physically,the detectors are constructed by cutting a BOO

block(19)into an arrayof 8 x 8 individualdetectors,each of
dimension5.6 x 6.45x 30mm.Theblockisviewedbyfourphoto
multiplier tubes and Anger-type logic is used to localize the interac
tion. The measured energy resolution of the blocks is 23% at 511
keV(20).Fourof theseblocksaremountedon a single-baseplate,
togetherwiththeelectronicsforposition-encoding,timinganden
ergy discrimination. Thisbasic modular unit, called a bucket, covers
an arc length of about 20 cm transaxially and 5.4 cm axially. Since
the block is cut into eightdetectorsboth axiallyand transaxially,a
completeringof buckets is eight ringsof individualdetectors.

A standard commercial tomograph, such as the ECAT 953B

(20),consistsof two adjacentringsof 12buckets,with a diameter
of 76cmbetweenopposingcrystals.Thisrepresents16rings(2 x
8 per block)each of 384detectors (12buckets x 4 blocks/bucket
x 8 detectors/block).The axiallengthof the scanner is the width
oftwo blocks,i.e., 10.8cm.Therotatingscannerdescribedinthis
paperhas eightbucketsof these state-of-the-artdetectors,as
rangedin two groupsof four (Fig. 1), so as to have the same axial
coverageas the 953B.Eachdetectorringthereforecontains128
detectors,one-thirdof thenumberinthe953B.Theeffectivering
diameteris 76 cm andthe patiententryportis 55 cm. Sinogram
inputto thereconstructionsoftwareis essentiallyidenticalto that
acquiredby thefull-ring953B.

ImagIng FOV
A pair of buckets operating in coincidence acquires data from

LORS lying within a diamond-shaped region of a sinogram. This is
illustratedin Figure 2A, where for simplicity the â€œbucketâ€•con
tains only eight detectors. For N detectors in a bucket, the axes of
thediamondareN radialsamples(s)by2N-1angularsamples(4).
In practice, interpolationis used to rebin the samples to obtain
2N-1 radial samples at N angular samples (18). For a correct
reconstruction,all radialsamplesare requiredat each angular
sample.Fora singlediamondregion,thisconditionis onlysatis
fledfor the radialsample at the center of the sinogram.In general,
the numberof radialsamples (FOV width) for which this condi
tion is satisfieddependsuponthe numberof bucketsin coinci
dence with a single bucket. For the 953B, each bucket is in
coincidencewithanopposingarcof sevenbuckets.

Forthiscamera,thedetectorsincoincidenceacquiredatafrom
LORslocatedwithinfoursinogramdiamondsatafixedpositionof
the buckets, as shown in Figure2B, which also form a diamond
shaped region. The dimensions of this region are 127 radialsam
ples by 64 angularsamples. The radial sampling distance is 3.1
mm. As the detectors rotate, the diamond-shaped region is dis
placeddownthe ordinate(4) axisof the sinogram.However, the
actual size of the useful FOV depends upon the extent of the
overlapof thisregionfromone acquisitionpositionto the next.
Thetwoextremesituationsarea stepof twobuckets,resultingin
nonoverlappingregionsand a FOVof one radialsample,to a step
of onedetector(i.e., oneangularsample),whichresultsina FOV
of 127radialsamples(about39 cm). Intermediatestepscan be
chosenaccordingto the sizeof the FOV required.However,it is
evidentthatsomeLORSareacquiredat morethanone angular
position.Forastepofone detector,theLORSatthecenterof the
projectionareacquired64timesmoreoftenthantheLOPSatthe
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FiGURE 1. SchematIc of the scanner
showingthetwosetsofbucketsmountedon
the rotatingsupport.

edge of the projection. The transaxialsensitivity profile is there
forea maximumat thecenterof theFOV,althoughthiseffectis
to some extent offset by attenuation,which is also usuallya
maximum near the center of the FOV.

In the currentprototype,dataareacquiredat 6, 12, 24 or 48
consecutiveangularpositionswith rotationalsteps of 30Â°(one
bucket),15Â°,7.5Â°and3.75Â°,respectively.Thecorrespondingfields
of view are20.2,30.1,35 and37.5cm.

A

I

B
Coincidence lines between two buckets

1@@6

3 4

FIGURE 2. (A)A simplified
diagram showing LORS be
tweentwogroupsof 8 detec
tors In a bucket. The mae
sured LORsform a diamond
shaped region on the
sinogramwithaxes of 8 ele
ments by 15 angles. The
LORScorrespondingto an
glesofoandÂ±7areindicated
onthesinogramdiamond.(B)
The four sinogramdiamonds
acquiredat a singlepositionof
the scanner. The numbers
correspondto the 12 possible
bucket posftionsaround the
ring as shown.The regionin
dicatedis for bucketsat posi
tions (0,1)in coincidencewith
bucketsat @ions(6,7).The
diamondsalong the diagonal
numbered,for example, 2,
containall the LORsbetween
the bucket in posftion2 and
any otherbucketposftion.
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DataAcquisition
Dataacquisitionis controlledfroma SUN SparcStation2corn

puter. StandardVME-based, Cl'! acquisition electronics for co
incidence processing and sorting are used. Data are acquired at
each angle for a preset time. For this prototype, no acquisitionis
performedduringtherotationof thedetectors.Whenacquisition
is completed for the first angle, the detectors move to the second

position. Acquisition then starts into a second buffer during which
data from the first buffer are corrected for detector efficiency
differences,deadtirne,isotopedecay and any smallvariations in
acquisition time, and then assembled into the sinogram buffer.
Appropriateweighting factors correct for more thanone detector
paircontributingto the same LOR. Detector efficiencycorrection
factorsareobtainedin the usualway froma scan of a planesource
with high statistics, with the detectors in a fixed position. Real
time correction of each LOR is necessary because coincidences
fromdifferentdetectorpairsthatcontributeto thesameLORare
summedduringacquisition.When the acquisitionis complete, the
corrected sinograms are written to disk. A complete set of 256
sinograms requires 6.5 Mbytes of storage.

The rotationalmotion of the detectors is controlled by a corn
mercial stepper-motorcontroller (CentroidMC8). The minimum
rotational step is 0.002Â°and the angular step corresponding to one
detectoris 0.93Â°.

Theminimumtotalscandurationis determinedby thetimeto
both process the data from the acquisitionbufferto the sinogram
bufferand to move the detectors fromone acquisitionposition to
the next. This is currently5 sec per angle for processing and an
averageof about6Â°/secfordetectormotion.Fora20-cmFOV,six
acquisitionpositions arerequired,resultingin a minimumpossible
scan durationof 55 see, comprising30 sec of dataacquisitionand
25 sec of rotation, i.e., a scanning efficiency of 55%. This effi
ciency improves as the scan time increases and the fraction of
total time spent moving the detectors decreases, e.g., for a 10-mm
acquisition the efficiency is 96%.

Inviewof thepotentialof thescannertoperform60-secscans,
dynamic imaging of FDG uptake in the brain and heart has also
beeninvestigated.Thecurrentprotocoladoptedfora brainstudy
consistsof5 scansof6Osee, 4 scansof 120see, 2scansof240see,
1 scan of 300 sec and 3 scans of 600 sec. The finalthree scans can
be summed to provide the equivalentof a single static scan of 30
mm.

AttenuationCorrection
Forthisscanner,transmissionscansareobtainedby attaching

a 6-mm thick solid germaniumplane source to the front of one
arrayof detectors.Thesource,whichis 10.8cmwidetocoverthe
entire axial field of view, rotates with the detectors. When filled
initially, the source contained 33 MBq of @Oeand the proximity
of thesourceto thedetectorsresultsinlargedeadtimecorrection
factors for that detector array(e.g., 35%deadtime).

Brain studies are corrected for attenuation using an ellipse
approximation for the head and a constant attenuation coefficient
Oh 0.095per cm).Theplanesourceis usedfor whole-body
studies in cardiology and oncology. To reduce the effect of noise
in the transmission scan, a set of two-dimensional transmission
images are first reconstructed from the blank and transmission
scans. These images are segmented into regions (e.g., air, soft
tissue andlung)with preassigneduniformattenuationcoefficients,
after which the complete three-dimensionalset of attenuation
correctionfactorsis generatedby forwardprojectionthroughthe
segmented images.

S@ter C@on
The septa in a multi-ringscannershieldthe detectorsfrom

out-of-plane scatter. This is particularly important when the scan
ncr is operatedwith a lower energythresholdwell below the
photopeak,e.g., at 250 keV. Scattercontributesa nonlinear,
slowlyvaryingbackgroundto the reconstructedimage.For this
scanner, the measured sinograms are corrected for scatter before

reconstructionusinganiterativeconvolution-subtractionmethod
originallydevelopedfor SPECT(21)and recentlyappliedto PET
data. First, a subset of two-dimensionalprojectionsPmd(S,Ã¼)are
formedfromthe measured(m)direct(d)planesinogramsonly,
whereÃ¼is the projectiondirectionands is the two-dimensional
coordinate within the projection plane. Each of these two-dimen
sional projections is then convolved with the scatter kernel:

a
k(s, Ã¼;a, f3) = e

(1â€”a)
Eq.1

wheres = Isi.
Theparametersa (scatterfraction)and@ (slopeof thescatter

tail) are obtained from line source measurements in an appropriate
scatteringmedium.A first estimateof the scatter corrected pro
jectionsis thenobtainedfrom:

p@(s,fl) = p@(s, Ã¼)â€”p@(s, Ã±)*k(s,Ã±;a, f3) Eq. 2

whereâ€¢denotestwo-dimensionalconvolutioninthesvariable.A
better estimate of scatter is now obtained by convolving the cor
rected projection p@(s,Ã¼)with k(s, *1;a, @)and then subtracting
this estimate from the measured projections Pmd(@'@ Th@5 @O
cedurecanbe repeated;ateachiteration,thescatteris estimated
by convolvingthe scatterkernelwiththe correctedprojections
from the previous iteration.Typically, three to four iterationsare
found to be sufficient. The scatter estimate obtained in this way
fromthedirectprojectionsis alsosubtractedfromobliqueprojec
tionson the assumptionthat scatterwillnotvary significantlywith
small changes in the projection angle.

Image RecOnstruCtiOnProcedure
Thisreconstructionalgorithmis identicalto that developedfor

the ECAT 953B with septa retracted. The details and results of
this work have been fully discussed (14). The algorithm is based
on theapproachdescribedby KinahanandRogers(15).

Sincetherotatingcamerahasno septa,coincidencedatafrom
up to 8 millionLORsareacquiredduringa scan.As previously
described(14),these LORSforma set of about4500measured
two-dimensional parallel projections, Pm(5' @1)'where s and Ã¼are
defined above. However, the truncated cylindrical geometry of
the camera results in the two-dimensionalprojections at oblique
angles only partially measured. As suggested by Pelc (22), the
unmeasuredparts of the oblique projections can be obtained by
forward projection through an initial estimate of tracer distribu
tion.Thisestimateisbasedontwo-dimensionalreconstructionsof
the conventionalset of slices that are then stackedto give a
three-dimensional volume. The unmeasured LORs are obtained
by forward projection through this volume (15).

Thus,withtheexceptionof thedirectprojections,eachof the
completetwo-dimensionalprojectionsp(s,*1)is composedofboth
measured (Pm(S, II)) and forward projected elements. These pro
jections are filtered with a two-dimensional ifiter function h(s, Ã¼)
[see for example, Coisher (6)]:
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NEC for 15 Ca diaeter cylinder

Eq.3

wherep@(s,11)is the filteredprojection.Since the scannerhas
cylindricalsymmetry,thefilterh(s,(1)willbe independentof the
azimuthalangle.Thefilteredprojectionsarethenbackprojected
into the three-dimensionalvolume to give the reconstruction(16):

f(x)= JJ d@Ã¼p,(x â€”(La)O, A),

ft

a

Eq.4

wherefI is thegeometricalacceptanceofthe scanner,i.e., 11E 11.

RESULTS

Scanner Performance
Spatial Resolution. Spatial resolution has been mea

sured with a line source in air. Transaxialresolution is 5.7
mm (tangential) and 5.9 mm (radial) at the center, and 6.5
mm (tangential) and 6.8 mm (radial) at 10 cm from the
center. Mean axial resolution (FWHM) is 5.4 mm (center
of FOV) and 6.4 mm (at 9 cm); the FWTM are 12.5 and
14.1 mm, respectively.

Sensitivity. Absolute sensitivity is defined as the number
of photon pairs detected by the scanner expressed as a
percentage of the total number of positrons emitted from
the source. By using the procedure of Bailey et al. (23) to
correct for source attenuation, the absolute sensitivity of
the prototype was measured to be 0.51% for a line source
at the center of the FOV, with an energy threshold of 250
keV. The same measurement for the 953B with septa ex
tended is 0.63%. The randoms-subtractedcount rate mea
sured with a 20-cm diameteruniformcylinder (15 cm long)
containing an activity concentration of 37 kBq/ml (i.e., 1

@Ci/ml)is 148,000cps as compared with 152,000cps for the
953B with septa extended. The scatter subtracted count
rates are 90,000 cps and 133,000cps for the rotatingscan
ner and the 953B with septa extended, respectively.

Scatter Correction. The energy resolution for this block
is 23%(s.d.) and the camera is operated at a lower energy
threshold of 250 keY. The scatter fraction (integrating
within the scattering medium) estimated from a centered
line source in a 20-cm water phantom is 35%. The corre
sponding estimate for the 953B with septa extended is 12%
(20). Brain studies are corrected using the convolution
subtractionprocedurewith a monoexponential scatter ker
nel (scatter fraction a = 0.32, slope fi = 0.051 per cm).

We have validated this approach for scatter correction
using a phantom consisting of a 20-cm diameter uniform
cylinder within which two smaller diameter cylinders are
positioned. The inner cylinders contain activities of zero
(cold) and 3.8 (hot) relative to the (warm) activity in the
large cylinder. The phantom is imaged and reconstructed
both with and without scatter correction. The recon
structed activity in the cold cylinder relative to the warm
background decreased from 31% to 4% after scatter cor
rection, and the ratio of activity in the hot cylinder relative

00 01 02 03 04 05 OC 07 OS OS tO ii 12 13 14

Activity concentration(@LCi/ml)

FiGURE 3. The truesand randomsratesandthe nose equiva
lent count rate as a functionof activityconcentrationfor a 15-cm
diameter,uniformcylinder.

to backgroundincreased from 2.9 to 3.4 after scatter cor
rection, which is closer to the well-counter value of 3.8.

Noise Equivalent Count Rate. The noise equivalent
count rate (NEC) can be calculated from (24):

T2
NEC =@@@@ 2fR)' Eq.5

where T, S and R are the trues, scatter and randomsrates,
respectively, and f is the fraction of the projection sub
tended by the object. The factor of 2 in the denominator
accounts for the increase in noise arisingfrom the randoms
correction procedure (subtraction of a time-delayed coin
cidence map). This expression assumes thateither the scat
ter correction procedure is noiseless or that no correction
for scatter is applied.The NEC provides useful insight into
the performance characteristics of a particular scanner.
However, since it does not take into account other param
eters such as spatial resolution, it is less useful for com
paring different types of scanners. Bailey et al. (25) have
measured NECS for the 953B in a variety of different im
aging situations, including human studies.

For this scanner with an energy threshold at 250 keV,
the NEC has been measured for both a 15-cmand a 20-cm
diameteruniformcylinder as a function of activity concen
tration. As shown in Figure 3 for the 15-cm diameter cyl
inder, the NEC reaches a maximum of 36,000 cps with a
concentration of 26 kBq/ml at a trues rate of 80,000 cps,
28% randoms and a scatter fraction of 23%. For the 20-cm
cylinder, the NEC reaches a maximum of 17,000 cps with
an activity concentration of 20 kBq/ml at a trues rate of
62,000 cps, 35% randoms and a scatter fraction of 35%.

Image Reconstnsction. Fully three-dimensional image
reconstruction is performed on an i860-based, 80 Mfiop
SuperCard II (@SPInc., Billerica, MA), which is located in
the VME crate with the acquisition electronics. For calcu
lated attenuation correction, the full set of correction fac
tors areobtainedby forwardprojection, a procedurewhich
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takes about 1 min. Forward projection of 170 unmeasured
sinograms takes 8 min, and filtering and backprojection of
the two-dimensional projections takes an additional 11
min. The full reconstruction(withoverheads) takes 22 min.
This time could be reduced by about 30%by using a new
reconstruction algorithm(26)which eliminates the forward
projection step.

Imaging Applications. The scanner has been validated
by imaging some standardphantoms and by performinga
variety of clinical studies in humansusing â€˜8FDGand82Rb.

Figure 4 shows a brain study obtained from a normal
volunteer. The transverse images are 3.3 mm thick and
were acquired45 min aftera 260-MBqinjectionof FDG for
a scan time of 20 mm. The images exhibit excellent spatial
resolution with clear separation of the cerebral hemi
spheres in the superior sections and good definitionof the
sub-cortical structures. A typical FDG brain study follow
ing a 260-MBq injection of FDG results after 45 min in a
prompt coincidence rate of about 50,000 cps with 10%
randoms and 22% deadtime. Two neurological patient
studies are presented in Figure 5. Figure 5A shows a 50-
yr-old female patient with an infarct affecting the anterior
pole of the left thalamus;the lesion is clearly visible on the
PET scan and corresponds to a 30% decrease in glucose

metabolism compared with the contralateral region of the
right thalamus. Figure 5B shows a patient with right tem
poral lobe epilepsy; the patient has subsequently under
gone surgical resection of the inferior pole of the right
temporallobe and has been seizure-free for over 6 mo. For
both studies, the scan time was 40 min, each scan corn
rnencing45 min after injection of 220 MBq of FDG.

0

FiGURE & A 20-mmbrainscan in a normalvolunteer45 mmafter injechonof 260 MBq of 18@i@@
secbons,3.3 mmthick,starthg at the apexof the brain.

The images show 31 transverse

A

B

FiGURE 5. Fluorine-18-FDG brain studies in patients. (A) Sb
transversesectionsthroughthe brainat the levelof the thalamusin
a patientwitha hypometaboliclesioninthe leftanteriorthalamic
regionand (B) six transversesectionsat the levelof the temporal
lobes in a patientwith temporallobe epilepsy;the scan was per
formedinterictally.Thesectionsare3.3mmthickandthescantime
was 40 mmfor eachstudy.
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A 13-frame dynamic brain scan is shown in Figure 6. The

patient has a large arteriovenous malformation affecting
the left parietal cortex (arrowed). A single section (plane
11)is displayed in Figure6A for each of the 13time frames,
and in Figure 6B the time-activity curves are plotted for
two regions of interest (ROIs), one in the regionaffectedby
the malformation(lower curve) and the other in the same
region on the contralateralcortex (uppercurve). The met
abolic deficit due to the malformation is clearly demon
strated.

Imaging of the myocardium is illustrated in Figure 7 for
a normal volunteer and a patient with an infarct in the
anteriorwall. The transaxialsections are 3.3 mm thick and
the acquisition time was 30 min for each view. For myo
cardial imaging, a 300-MBq injection of FDG results in a
prompt coincidence rate of 43,000 cps with 35% randorns
and 30%deadtime. Cardiacimagingwith 82Rbis ifiustrated
in Figure 8 for a patient with an inferiorwall infarct. The
patientwas infused with 925 MBq of 82Rbfrom a commer
cial rubidiuminfusion system. Sixty seconds after the end
of infusion, a single rotation, 300-sec scan was performed
during which approximately five million counts were ac
quired. The maximum count rate at the start of imaging

was 90,000 cps with 50% randoms. The section thickness is
6.6 mm. The images show a region oflow flow (arrowed) in
the inferioposteriorwall of the myocardium.

Finally, oncology applications are illustrated by the two
studies shown in Figure 9. Three frontal sections are
shown in Figure 9A through the neck of a patient with a
tumor of the sinus piriforme. The sections are 1.5 mm thick
and are viewed facing the patient. The primarytumor ap
pears as a centrally located focal uptake (arrowed), while
the uptake to the patient's right is due to secondary in
volvement of lymph nodes. The base of the cerebellum is
seen at the top of each section. These images were ob
tainedby performingtwo contiguous scans covering a total
axial length of 20 cm. Note the low level of nonspecific
uptake of FDG in this region. In the second study, Figure
9B, the images are three 3.3-mm thick transaxial sections

through the abdomen at the level of the liver in a patient
with liver metastases. For this patient, a 180-MBqinjection
of FDG resulted in a promptcoincidence rateof 22,000 cps
with 20% randoms and 20%deadtime. The regions show
ing increased uptake of FDG are about 6 mm in size and
were reported as inconclusive from CF. Subsequent bi
opsy confirmed the presence of malignancy. Note the low
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FIGURE 6. A 13-framedynamic18FDG
brainscanin a patientwitha largearterio
venous malformationaffectingthe leftpail
etalcortex(arrowed).(A)Plane11 for each
of the 13 time framesand (B) the time-ac
tivitycurvesfortwoROls,oneintheregion
affectedby the malformationQowercurve,
circles)and the other in the same region
on the contralateralcortex(uppercurve,
squares).Note the early peak in the lower
curvedueto the transifof bloodthroughthe
malformationand the subsequentsignifi
canfly-reducedcorticalmetabolism.The
metabolismon the COritralateralside ap
pearsnormal.
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FiGURE 7. Myocardialimagingwith FDG.
(A)Eighttransversesectionsina normalvol
unteerand(B)eighttransversesectionsina
patientwithan infarctintheanteriorwall(ar
rowed).Foreachstudy,thescantimewas30
mm and the scan was performed 45 mm after
aninjectionof260MBqof 18@@

uptake of FDG in the surrounding normal liver tissue,
which results in target-to-backgroundratios greaterthan 3
for malignanttumors.

DISCUSSION

With the exceptions of reduced sensitivity and the need
to rotate the detectors during acquisition, it is clear from
the performance parameters and representative images
presented here that scanner performanceis comparableto
the full-ring equivalent. Axial and transaxial spatial reso
lution are similarto the 953B and are clearly not degraded
by the mechanical movement of the detectors.

The absolute sensitivity at the center of the FOV as
measuredby the method of Bailey et al. (23) is 0.5%,which

4

is 23% lower than the 953B with septa extended. For a
20-cm phantom, the sensitivity is 3% lower than the 953B
(septa extended) without scatter subtraction and 47%
lower aftersubtractingscatter. The differencein sensitivity
between the rotatingscanner andthe 953B is greaterfor the
cylinder (47%) than for the line source (23%) because the
sensitivity of the rotating scanner decreases away from the
center in both the axial and transaxial direction, whereas
for the 953B with septa extended it is essentially constant
throughout the FOV. Because the rotating scanner does
not have septa, operationwith low levels of activity in the
FOV is preferred. The maximum NEC for a 15-cm diam

eter uniform cylinder is 36,000 cps at an activity concen
tration of 26 kBq/ml. The maximum NEC for the same
phantom in the 953B, with and without septa is 150,000

.3
FiGURE 8. Myocardialimagingwith @Rb.A patientwfth an infetior myocard@infarctwas infusedwith 925 MBq of @Rbfrom a
commercialrubldlumInfusionsystem. Sbdysecondsafter the end of infusion,a single, 300-secscan was performedduringwhich
appro)dmatelyfive millioncountswereacquired.The madmumtotalcountrateat the startof imagingwas90,000cpa,with50%randoms.
Thesectionthicknessis6.6mm.Theimagesreveala regionof lowflow(arrowed)intheinfeilo-posteilorwall.
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A FIGURE 9. Ruorine-18-FDG in oncol
ogy. (A) Threefrontalsectionsthroughthe
neckofa patientwitha tumourofthesinus
piriforme.The sections are 1.5 mmthickand
are viewed facing the patient The primary
tumor appearsas a centrallylocatedfocal
uptake(arrowed),whereastheuptaketothe
patient'suightis due to secondaryinvolve
mentof lymphnodes.The baseof the car
ebellumIsseen atthetopof each section.
The images were obtained by performing
two contiguous scans covering a total axial
lengthof20cmand(B)transversesections
3.3 mm thick throughthe abdomenat the
leveloftheftverIna patientwithlivermetes
tases.Thescandemonstratesstrongfocal
uptake.The metastasis(arrowed)was a
6-mm lesion reported as Incondusiveon
CT.Notethe lowuptakeinnormallivertis
sue.

state tracer distribution (isotope decay excepted) must be
ensured throughout the rotation of the scanner. Even so,
the results with rubidium (75-sec half-life) for imaging flow
in the myocardium have been encouraging. The rubidium
images were acquiredwith a single rotation of the camera
which took 300 sec, i.e., 25 sec of acquisitionper angle. As
for the FDG studies, the data were corrected on-line for
deadtimeanddecay. The correctionfactorfor the rubidium
studies varied from typically 3 at the start (deadtime) up to
25 at the end (isotope decay). Despite the largevariation in
true counts at each angle during the scan, no obvious
artifacts were identified in the images. Protocols that
smooth out variations in count rate would require multiple
contiguous rotations which are not feasible with the cur
rent prototype.

By imaging FDG uptake 45 min after injection and ap
plying the standard static FDG model (27), this scanner has
been used successfully to measure regional cerebral gin
cose metabolism in both patients and normal volunteers.
Estimation of glucose metabolic rates by fitting dynamic
time-activity curves, such as that shown in Figure 6B, is
currentlybeing explored. To date, we have found consid
erable clinical interest for the investigation of ENT, lung
and abdominal tumors, especially for staging, monitoring
the efficacy of treatment and identifyingpostoperative tu
mor recurrence.

All the studies performed with this scanner used tracers
obtained on a weekly basis from a remote cyclotron.
Clearly, the combination of a relatively inexpensive, rotat
ing PET scanner and a centralized isotope production fa
ciity represents a powerful addition to clinical imaging
modalities such as MRI and SPECT that are more widely
available. In an established PET center, a rotatingscanner
could complement a full-ringscanner by performingmany
of the more clinical studies, thus allowing the full-ring
scanner to concentrate on research-orientedapplications.
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cps, which is achieved at concentrations of 29 kBq/ml
(septa retracted) and 220 kBq/rnl (septa extended) (25).

The average scatter fraction for a line source in a 20-cm
scattering medium is 35%, which, as expected, is a three
fold increase over the 953B with septa extended and is
about the same as the 953B with septa retracted. Despite
the large scatter fraction and the obvious approximations
implicit in the correction procedure, it is encouragingthat
the convolution-subtraction approach seems to be effective
in correcting for scatter in the reconstructed images, im
proving contrast and quantitation, i.e., the ratio between
regions of different tracer concentration.

As mentioned above, more than one detector pair may
contribute to an LOR during a scan. Although this effect
can be corrected by simple weighting factors, it will nev
ertheless result in a nonuniform noise distribution across
the sinogram. However, as a result of the averagingeffect
of the backprojection process, for typical count densities
encountered in PET images, no related noise structurehas
been observed in the reconstructed image. This has been
verified for a uniformcylinderby both simulationand mea
surement and may also be related to the opposing effects of
increased counts due to increased sensitivity and de
creased counts due to photon attenuation.

An important feature of this scanner is the intrinsic
three-dimensionalnatureof the data acquisitionand recon
struction. The use of septa and two-dimensional data ac
quisition would have resulted in too low a sensitivity for
the scanner to be used for clinical applications. The image
quality obtained for the patient studies shown in Figures
4â€”9validate this approach. The recent development of
efficient three-dimensional reconstruction algorithms has
obviously been essential.

It is well-known that a major advantage of PET is its
potential to quantitate both flow and metabolism in vivo.
The use of a rotating camera with very short-lived radio
isotopes, such as 150, may be difficult because a steady
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the design and performancecharac
teristics of a new, lower-cost PET scanner based on the
rotationof BGO block detectors. To date, the scanner has
performedover 180 studies in patients using â€˜8FDGtrans
ported from a remote cyclotron and 82Rbfrom a commer
cial generator. We feel that the quality of these studies,
both static and dynamic, compare favorablywith an equiv
alent full-ringscanner operatedwith septa. A largefraction
of the studies have been applications in oncology, for
which this type of camera is well suited. The limited 10-cm
axial field ofview is being addressed in a second prototype
which is currently under construction. The new scanner
will have an axial FOV of 15 cm (3 blocks wide) and will
also offer increased sensitivity for imaging the brain and
heart.

Although the rotation of detector arrays for positron
tomography is not a new idea, this is the first time it has
been appliedto state-of-the-art,BGO block detectors using
fully three-dimensionaldataacquisition. The success of the
current prototype for patient studies represents an impor
tant step in taking PET into the clinical environment.
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